
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Music 

Hip Hop – Fresh Prince of Bel Air. 

 Listening to, appraising, composing 

and performing rap songs. 

 Identify the pulse in a piece of music. 

 To understand rhythm and pitch. 

 

 

History 

The Industrial Revolution 

 Identify the period of history known as the 

Victorian era. 

 Research interesting facts about Queen Victoria. 

 Research significant inventions made in this period 

and their impact on Britain and the World. 

 Learn about Reformers and the important reforms 

implemented during the Victorian era. 

 

PSHE  

      Safety - Drug Awareness   

 To recognise that all 

medicines are drugs 

 The effects of harmful 

drugs/drug misuse on 

the human body. 

RE – Christianity 

 Why are Good Friday 

and Easter Sunday the 

most important days 

for Christians? 

 

 

PE 

 Swimming – development of 

strokes. 

 Athletics – running 

 

 

  

Geography- Local Study. 

 Recognising compass points. 

 Reading 4/6 figure grid references 

 Drawing sketch maps. 

 Identifying recognised map symbols. 

 

 

Computing 

                      Video – Movie Maker 

 To create a movie with a range of 

special effects. 

 

 

 

Design Technology 

Victorian Lamps 

 Design a Victorian lamp. 

 Use suitable and appropriate  materials 

 Design a Victorian living room. 

 Follow a plan of a design, making 

modifications if needed. 

 Evaluate a finished product. 

  

 

Numeracy 

 Plotting co-ordinates in all four 

quadrants 

 Reflect and translate shapes in all four 

quadrants 

 Metric measurement conversion 

 Interpret graphs 

 Find the area and perimeter if 

composite shapes 

 Ongoing tables and written arithmetic 

French. 

 Names of items 

of food and 

drink. 

 How to order 

food in a 

restaurant. 

 Grammar work. 

 Development of 

accent. 

 

 

 

. 

 Christmas. 

Science 

Electricity 

 Constructing simple circuit. 

  Identifying symbols in a simple circuit diagram. 

 Recognising the difference between conductors 

and insulators.  

 Create a circuit for a Victorian lamp of their 

own design. 

 

 

 

 

Literacy 

 Reading and writing persuasive 

texts 

 Performing own compositions 

 Take one book; Holes 

 Inferring feelings and motives 

 Summarising passages 

 Spelling strategies, including words 

which need learning specifically 

Enquiry driver: Creative   

Key events: STEM event Beamish Museum, Transition NDA, World Book day 


